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<Bihltometrics:> Bibliometrics is a set of methods of quantitative assessment of documents 
(papers, books, theses etc.), their elements and collections. Bibliometrics methods can be divided 
into 4 major groups; the methods for evaluation of productivity of authors, journals etc. 
(including mere count of documents); methods for evaluation of the documents use by scientific 
community and, correspondingly, the value of documents (including the particular method of ci
tation analysis); methods for evaluation of the scientists attitude to the documents; methods for 
evaluation of the content of the documents [1]. < Prerequisites for bibliometric research in the field 
of magnetic fhiids:> By initiative of Dr. B. Berkovski the publishing of “the magnetic fluids bibli
ographies'’ was launched immediately with the publication of the Proceedings of the 2nd Interna
tional Conference on Magnetic Fluids (ICMF). Such data collections are a steady source for some 
kind of bibliometric research fulfilled by means of documents count. Among the other suitable 
data files the “MAFLl” database developed at the Laboratory of thermomechanics of magnetic 
fluids of the Belarusian State Polytechnic Academy might be mentioned. <The initial state o f arts 
of bibliometric studies o f magnetic fluids research branch:> Bibliometric research by means of mere 
count of articles and patents is being regularly fulfilled with the use of “Magnetic fluids bibliogra
phies” as an information source; it is followed by regular publication of some of its results as 
"Introductions to the magnetic fluids bibliographies” in ICMF Proceedings.

<The present state o f arts — review o f our oripnal studies:> In 1992 the reporting author 
fulfilled two bibliometric studies of the magnetic fluids research branch with the use of citation 
anaivsis. The first study was ap attempt to evaluate the impact of various authors in the develop
ment of the research branch by means of using their citedness characteristics reported in the 
"Science Citation Index” (SCI) [2]. The outcome of this study was somewhat paradoxical; it was 
demonstrated that by means of the use of the SCI data it is not possible to make any reliable con
clusions on account of the individuals impact when such a compact domain is under analysis and 
nhilc its members are involved also in other branches of science.

The second study was based on the assumption that conferences proceedings reflect most 
characteristic papers by the moment. (However, while not a single journal entirely specialized in 
the magnetic fluids exists, the proceedings of ICMF are the only formally restricted source of ciia- 
Uons ) As it was demonstrated that the SCI is of a little use in the case of magnetic fluids research 
(valuation, de visu complex citation analysis was fulfilled. Among the results of this study made 
of the citations in the ICMF-5 Proceedings there were; I) the list of cited periodicals; 2) the list of 
the disciplines of their appurtenance featuring somehow the structure of inter-disciplinary liaison; 
}) citedness figures of personalities (with and without self-citations, accounting only the first co
authors (as in SCI) and all the co-authors, regardless the number of cited documents and taking 
iha data into account; 4) the chronological structure of the cited references; 5) the spices struc
ture of the cited documents [3]. This study demonstrated again and from other viewpoints that the 
SCI mode of citation count is not valid, while the cited authors list that was developed in the de- 
itrhed study is already of a certain use for evaluation of the authors’ impact in the development 

the research branch.
It was concluded (and proved — in a way) that data like calculated in [3] are applicable for 

a^ijr.iiiativc judgment of the progress of a research branch under a bibliometric study (4;5). Ac- 
teedmgly. the research was fulfilled to follow up the dynamics of scientific progress in the mag- 
»«tj< fluids research branch per se (by comparison of the citation structure in the IC.VIF-5 and 
ICMF A Proceedings) and in its sub-branch “biomedical applications of magnetic fluids (ó-S) (by 
*«dying the citation structure not only in corresponding papers in tlie Proceedings, but also in
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ibstracts. Various counts of productivity — of the authors, laboratories, universities, countries 
etc. — were also performed in this second part of the study.) The results were presented at the 
lCMF-7, but as for the first part of the study, the results, unfortunately, remained unpublished.

Therefore, some eonclusions of these works are worth mentioning. We came to the con
clusions that during the period between the lCMF-5 and ICMF-6 were hold, the activity of mag
netic fluids researchers generally increased. At the same time, the domain of the magnetic fluids 
researchers seemed to reduce a bit the quantity of the literature items used in the creative work 
and enlarged the part of older literature to be used. Nevertheless, the domain sufficiently ex
panded the thematic scope of the used literature and made a greater use of generalizing, summing- 
up. cumulative publications. New names of the citation leaders that have appeared in the ICMF-6 
Proceedings seem to be a symptom of a normal creative development of the research branch.

As for the biomedical applications, the productivity has increased in all the possible man
ners (number of papers, authors, institutions, “invisible colleges”, countries of the origin etc.). 
Cognitive basis (reflected in the structure of the cited literature) has been very much improved as 
it could be concluded from the magnitudes of the average number of references in the correspond
ing papers published in the ICMF-6 Proceedings and in the corresponding lCMF-6 abstracts as 
compared with the ICMF-5 ones. (This is radically different from the analogous data related to 
the whole collections of the ICMF-5 and ICMF-6 papers.) Concerning the chronological structure 
of the cited references, the references became “older”, but not so dramatically as in case with the 
whole lCMF-6 Proceedings.

Also, in general, there is a lot of bibliometrie evidences (indirect, of course) that ground 
the opinion that the sub-branch “biomedical applications of magnetic fluids” is being developed 
more successfully than the whole magnetic fluids research branch. A substantial progress in the 
development of the sub-branch is also reflected by the fact that the number of cited authors in
creased in 2.5 times, the cognitive basis was influenced not only by more publications, but, also, by 
publications produced in a greater number of disciplines etc.

<The challenge:> When the ICMF-7 Proceedings were published, the small amount of the 
:rs published in the Proceedings volume might indicate not only an unusual ngorism of the 

Papers selection, but also made us think that the distance of the air flight to India (the country 
that hosted this last conference) could prevent a lot of the specialists from participation. There
fore, could the ICMF-7 statistics be treated as reliable? So, again, some theoretical problems of 
bibliometrics arise during the fulfillment of bibliometrie pilot studies of magnetic fluids research 
branch, while the research branch itself awaits for its further bibliometrie exploration.
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